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The rationale for publishing
in peer reviewed journals is ranking

1. dissemination

2. quality check

3. prioritization of the literature
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Before the existence of journals
scientists published in books
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. . . or encoded their findings in anagrams
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1752–1960 peer review was done by editors
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The discovery of the DNA structure was
published based on editorial reviews only
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Only one of Einstein’s 300 papers
was peer reviewed

Dear Sir,

We (Mr. Rosen and I) had sent you our
manuscript for publication and had not
authorized you to show it to specialists before it
is printed. I see no reason to address the in any
case erroneous comments of your anonymous
expert. On the basis of this incident I prefer to
publish the paper elsewhere.
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The rate of publication increases
exponentially

Source: D. de Solla
Price, Science since
Babylon, Yale, 1961.
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The rate of publication increases
exponentially

Source: Medline
database
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Increased number of submissions
requires external reviewers
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Research becomes
more and more interdisciplinary

finding new research topics becomes harder

combination of topics is a way to gain novelty

example:
Non-fragile reduced-order dynamic output
feedback H-infinity control for switched systems
with average dwell-time switching

reviewers need to know four different research topics
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Finding suitable reviewers is challenging
also due to conflict of interests and bias

well chosen peers are coworkers or competitors

some reviewers are more critical

how to calibrate?
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The two faces of scientists
and the two sides of the scientific output

visible hidden
people authors reviewers
output papers reviews
reward yes no

data/software are not always visible and rewarded
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Redundancy of the literature:
a more difficult problem than plagiarism

can be intentional or unintentional

checking novelty is no longer feasible for human

automatic methods need to do semantic search
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Current trend: open science

post publication open review (discussions)

Wikipedia: an example of collaborative effort
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Why the legacy peer review practice persist?

financial interest of publishers

inertia of the scientific community
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How to measure the impact of a paper?

citations

ratings

alt-metrics
I views and downloads
I bookmarks
I conversations
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Particularities of the data
collected in the peer review process

multivariate

ordinal

missing values
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Posing the problem as matrix completion



paper 1
↓

paper 2
↓

reviewer 3
↓

paper 4
↓ ···

reviewer 1→ ∗ ? ? ∗ · · ·
reviewer 2→ ? ∗ ? ? · · ·
reviewer 3→ ∗ ? ∗ ? · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
. . .


∗— available rating

? — missing rating
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Analogy with data modeling in engineering

engineering scientometrics
phenomenon papers
sensors reviewers
experiment design reviewer selection
measured data collected reviews
dynamical model low-rank model
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Differences between engineering
applications and scientometrics

D ≈ P

L

n

m

r

engineering scientometrics
D given D has missing elements
real data ordinal data
n grows n grows
m fixed m grows
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In system identification D is structured

D Hankel =⇒ P and L (generlized) Vandermonde

; subspace identification methods

kernel representation:

rank(D)≤ r ⇐⇒ there is f.r.r. R ∈ Rm−r×m,

such that RD = 0

R is a model parameter (unstructured)
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Usage of the model

ranking of papers

paper recommendations

reviewer assignment
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Low-rank approximation problem

minimize over D̂ ∑wij(dij − d̂ij)
2

subject to rank(D̂)≤ r

wij = 0 if dij is missing (and 1 otherwise)

additional constraints on D̂:

non-negativity
upper bound

integer valued
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Weights incorporate prior knowledge

wij reflects the "trustworthiness" of the rating dij

errors-in-variables model:

D = "true value"+ "noise"

assume zero mean, independent, Gaussian noise

let vij be the variance of the noise on dij

then, wij = 1/vij ; maximum-likelihood estimate

wij = 0 — infinite noise (completely untrustworthy rating)
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Recursive update of the model

by adding papers

by adding reviewers

rank adaptation
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Challenges

is the low-rank assumption relevant?

effect of quantization on the singular values?

effect of truncation on the singular values?

how to exploit the multidimensional aspect?

how to merge data from multiple sources?
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Closing

peer review needs revision

issue 1: more and higher quality data

issue 2: advanced data processing

low-rank approximation is promising approach

we can shape the future of peer review
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